Officer put on leave after shooting
Iowa City police have placed an officer on paid administrative leave after he fired a handgun at an armed suspect early Tuesday morning.

According to a release by police, officers responded to 1009 N. Summit St. at 6:11 a.m. for a welfare check on Chad Newmire of Iowa City. A woman known to the relative, who had received a domestic assault last note from Newmire.

The release said an officer encountered Newmire outside the house, armed with a handgun in the waistband of his pants. Additional officers responded to the area and exchanged fire with Newmire for approximately 40 minutes before Newmire allegedly began making advancing movements toward the officers and fired a Taser, and a third fired a handgun to prevent Newmire from reaching the weapon in his waistband.

Clinics, where he is being treated, transported immediately to the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, where he is being treated, for retail as opposed to an assumption that people were willing to nurse them herself.

The Milk Bank is asking lactation consultants to take on the role of helping mothers with their store open experiences.

The Milk Bank dispensed milk in 2010; based on its current success this weekend.

The Milk Bank dispensed nearly 300 more customers have indicated interest in a travel package.

It's not a major bowl, but it's a beautiful day for Iowa. The United States is being destroyed and a half months early.
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Travel agents expect big Temple push
By SAM LANE

Ticket and travel packages sales for the Hawkeyes trip to the Insight Bowl this year will increase over last year, officials predict.

The Daily Iowan learned Sunday night they’re hoping back to Temple, Ariz., for the Insight Bowl this year after the Oklahoma Sooners at the end of the month.

Last year, Iowa defeated the Missouri Tigers at the Insight Bowl, 27-17.

"I think it's just going to be a great game. It's not a major bowl, but it's a beautiful place," said Temple's athletic director, David Sacharski, as a foe, (former Iowa player and current Stunner from The Daily Iowan). "I think it's just going to be a great game."
When Emma Rainey was a graduate student in the University of Iowa Non-Resident Writing Program, she remembers reading articles about soldiers returning from war. It seemed to her that Fuller had truly killed his child or, if he didn’t, he might have killed the soldiers as well. So, she started writing a workshop called Writing My Way Back Home.

The goal of the workshop is to provide a space for U.S. veterans to write about their wartime experiences in order to heal, to be heard, and to create meaningful expression.

The workshop is not meant to create a work of literary quality but rather offer the writing tools to help the veterans write about their feelings and reflect on certain experiences from their time in service.

“Let the soldiers know how they can get started by making them see the path of writing on their own,” Rainey said. “Through that, I believe that the therapeutic effects of writing are renamed.”

In October, Rainey worked with UI Veterans Center Coordinator John Mikelson to create a workshop for veterans in the California Guard.

Because she was living in California, she needed someone in Iowa to help coordinate a space for the veterans and connect local veterans and interested students.

This is the third workshop Mikelson worked on with Rainey, and he said the people involved were very impressed with the quality of the instruction they received. Mikelson said it’s a very caring person, and veterans are very close to her heart.

“They believe anyone has the ability to write, and they want them to get their story out. No one really understands what war is all about, so they don’t tell their own stories, who is going to know?”

While a student at the UI, Rainey often went to the Writing Center until she eventually became a tutor while teaching Writing II. She met Carol Severino, the Writing Center director, while teaching a nonfiction workshop.

“Carol was the one who was teaching a nonfiction workshop,” Severino said. “Her head is filled with post-traumatic stress disorder, which included creative writing with post-traumatic stress disorder students.

She is a graduate student in the English program of war studies and the Vietnam War, and the Korean War; She tells the stories that all of the men have told her.

“Rainey’s in a fantastic workshop,” Severino said. “Her workshops are such a help full tool for veterans, and they produce wonderful products.”

Rainey lives in California, where she is working with veterans who are living in a nursing home. The facility is known for working with post-traumatic stress disorders and the mental health of the soldiers.

“I have a man who can’t get over the experience he had at 16 years old. He can’t live in the chills,” Rainey said.

“You can never predict what is going to come out of their mouths.”

By SAMANTHA GENTRY
Suspect’s friends tell of ‘ruff patches’

A family friend said he never saw ‘any kind of anger’ from Plummer during his teenage years.

By ERIC MOORE
at the Iowa City Press-Citizen

Friends of Brandon Plummer said he experienced a few rough patches growing up.

Plummer, a University of Iowa student, was charged last week with attempted murder of an Iowa City police officer. He was also charged with driving with a revoked license, interference with official acts and preventing or attempting to prevent arrest.

Kathy Rapp, 20, who has known Plummer since third grade and attended Valley High School with him in West Des Moines, said, “He’s always come to us, he never had any kind of attitude toward us. He was always nice. He didn’t have the easiest life, but he’s a very good kid,” she said, and believes her father’s death “made him who he was.”

But Allen said it’s hard to talk much about the death of his son.

“I don’t know if that affected him more than we thought it did or what,” Allen said. “It’s not an excuse for anything, but it could have affected him. He obviously made a very big mistake, but he’s a good kid.”
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Trelle Blotter
Blotter 640, 2320 S. Belt Ave., was charged Dec. 3 with driving while revoked.

Denise Burton, 79, 219 E. Water Street, was charged Dec. 3 with driving with a suspended or canceled license.

Bose Briggs, 42, 510 S. Capitol St., was charged Dec. 3 with public intoxication.

Drew Buechler, 22, 40 Thistle Court, was charged Dec. 3 with criminal trespass.

James Buchanan, 22, 250 N. Westmoreland St., was charged Dec. 3 with disorderly conduct.

Ole Drayke, 20, 807 Nodouse Street, was charged Sunday with possession of an open alcohol container.

Tommy Carey, 22, 2300 Broadway, was charged Dec. 3 with interference with official acts.

Dana Cerdelli, 20, 4th Avenue, was charged Dec. 3 with public intoxication.

Ryan Cervantes, 23, 291 E. College St., Apt. 6A, was charged Dec. 3 with presence in public intoxication.

Tom Diaz, 31, 2441 Lavina Drive Apt. 52, was charged Dec. 3 with violating a court-ordered domestic abuse protective order.

Kelly Ditto, 30, 308 S. Gilbert St. Apt. 12J, was charged Dec. 3 with presence in a bar with a beer.

Andrea Ditto, 32, 325 College St. Apt. 12G, was charged Dec. 3 with keeping a disorderly house.

Jadon Dixson, 23, Damore Court, was charged Sunday with POSA.

Karen Dunlap, 22, 310 N. W. Webster St. Apt. 52, was charged Dec. 2 with violation of a domestic abuse protective order.

Kendall Eakin, 21, 325 College St. Apt. 12G, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of a domestic abuse protective order.

James Egan, 21, 2280 Broadway, was charged Nov. 29 with public intoxication.

Robin Felder, 32, 432 S. Johnson St., Apt. 31, was charged Dec. 3 with driving while intoxicated.

Freddy Felkins, 19, 325 College St. Apt. 9T, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of a domestic abuse protective order.

John Gall, 20, 2444 Lavina Drive Apt. 4, was charged Dec. 3 with disorderly conduct.

Jazmarie Garcia, 23, 320 S. Gilbert St., Apt. 12J, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of an OWI order.

Tina Gregoire, 20, 2444 Lavina Drive Apt. 4, was charged Dec. 4 with public intoxication.

Jordan Hall, 22, 200 S. Sunset, was charged Dec. 3 with public intoxication.

John Hansen, 20, 325 College St. Apt. 12G, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of a domestic abuse protective order.

Khalil Hashim, 20, 317 S. Gilbert St. Apt. 12J, was charged Dec. 3 with operation of an open alcohol container in a motor vehicle.

Timothy Kell, 44, 325 College St. Apt. 12G, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of a domestic abuse protective order.

John Keenan, 36, 325 College St. Apt. 12G, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of a domestic abuse protective order.

Jasmine Laffitte, 22, 17 S. Gilbert Street, was charged Dec. 2 with public intoxication.

Benjamin Lane, 20, 513 N. Iowa Ave., was charged Dec. 2 with OWI.

Steve Lash P, 510 S. Gilbert St. Apt. 12J, was charged Dec. 3 with public intoxication.

John Lee, 22, 325 College St. Apt. 12G, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of a domestic abuse protective order.

John McFarland, 20, 2444 Lavina Drive Apt. 4, was charged Dec. 3 with public intoxication.

Karen McKee, 20, 317 S. Gilbert St. Apt. 12J, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of a domestic abuse protective order.

Apt. 1628, was charged Dec. 1 with driving while intoxicated.

Benjamin McRae, 20, 2444 Lavina Drive Apt. 4, was charged Dec. 2 with violation of a domestic abuse protective order.

Jeremy Milner, 20, 317 S. Gilbert St. Apt. 12J, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of a domestic abuse protective order.

John Miner, 20, 325 College St. Apt. 12G, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of a domestic abuse protective order.

Jared Moseley, 22, 1015 W. Johnson St., Apt. 7, was charged Dec. 3 with public intoxication.

Apt. 208, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of a domestic abuse protective order.

Daniel Mullaney, 20, 2444 Lavina Drive Apt. 4, was charged Dec. 2 with public intoxication.

Eric Myerson, 20, 2444 Lavina Drive Apt. 4, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of a domestic abuse protective order.

Andrea Noe, 20, 325 College St. Apt. 12G, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of an OWI order.

Apt. 6A, was charged Dec. 3 with public intoxication.

Tina Noe, 20, 2444 Lavina Drive Apt. 4, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of an OWI order.

Joseph North, 19, 325 College St. Apt. 12J, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of an OWI order.

Apt. 408, was charged Dec. 2 with violation of a domestic abuse protection order.

Apt. 314, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of an OWI order.

Randy Nowak, 20, 2444 Lavina Drive Apt. 4, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of an OWI order.

Action Center, 270 E. College St. Apt. 6A, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of an OWI order.

Wanda Overholt, 23, 291 E. College St. Apt. 6A, was charged Dec. 3 with public intoxication.

Apt. 306, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of an OWI order.

Apt. 802, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of a domestic abuse protective order.

Apt. 4, was charged Dec. 3 with violation of an OWI order.

Chad Strand, 19, 925 Iowa Ave., was charged Dec. 3 with OWI.
Guest Editorial — Medical experts debate effectiveness of HPV vaccines

Harpur:Sizer information and mailing list

Direct communication and information sharing are essential tools to make health-related decisions. As a physician who routinely proofreads my medical articles, I have received many comments about HPV vaccines, for which I have written an article. The most commonly asked questions are:

1. Are HPV vaccines safe?
2. Are HPV vaccines effective?
3. What are the risks and benefits?
4. Which vaccine should I choose?

These are important questions that concern patients and providers alike. As a physician, it is my duty to provide accurate and up-to-date information to help patients make informed decisions about their health.

HPV vaccines are designed to prevent infection with HPV, which is a group of viruses that can cause various types of cancer, including cervical cancer. The two main HPV vaccines are Gardasil and Cervarix. Gardasil is a quadrivalent vaccine that protects against HPV types 6, 11, 16, and 18, while Cervarix is a bivalent vaccine that protects against HPV types 16 and 18. Both vaccines are given in a series of injections over a period of several months.

The effectiveness of HPV vaccines is supported by scientific evidence. Studies have shown that HPV vaccines are highly effective in preventing HPV infections and HPV-related diseases. Gardasil has been shown to prevent 90% of cervical cancer, while Cervarix has been shown to prevent 50% of cervical cancer.

However, the effectiveness of HPV vaccines can vary depending on several factors, such as the age of the recipient, the number of doses given, and the duration of protection.

The risk of HPV vaccines is low. Adverse reactions are rare and usually mild. The most common side effects of HPV vaccines include pain, swelling, and redness at the injection site. More severe reactions, such as fever, rash, and wheezing, are very rare.

The benefits of HPV vaccines far outweigh the risks. By preventing HPV infections, HPV vaccines can help reduce the risk of cervical cancer and other HPV-related diseases. HPV vaccines are recommended for both boys and girls to protect against HPV infections and related diseases.

In conclusion, HPV vaccines are safe and effective. They can help prevent cervical cancer and other HPV-related diseases. However, like any medical intervention, HPV vaccines have risks and benefits that should be considered carefully by patients and providers.

Q&A: Grassley talks energy

Q: What’s the outlook for wind-energy?

A: Wind energy is a valuable source of energy that can help reduce our dependence on imported oil. The tax-credit for wind-energy production should be extended beyond its scheduled expiration date of Dec. 31, 2012. In addition, the tax-credit should be extended for those who invest in renewable energy.

The tax-credit has helped to spur further economic growth and innovation in the renewable energy sector. However, the tax-credit is set to expire at the end of this year, and the future of wind-energy remains uncertain.

I support extending the tax-credit for wind-energy because it encourages investment in renewable energy and helps to create jobs. It also helps to reduce our reliance on imported oil, which is a key priority for our nation.

I believe that we need a strong and consistent commitment to renewable energy, including wind energy. Extending the tax-credit will help to ensure that wind-energy continues to be a viable and important part of our nation’s energy mix.

Q: What are the benefits of wind-energy?

A: Wind energy offers several benefits, including:

1. Reduced dependence on imported oil: Wind energy can help reduce our reliance on imported oil, which is a key priority for our nation.
2. Lower emissions: Wind energy produces no emissions, which helps to reduce greenhouse gases and other pollutants.
3. Job creation: The wind-energy sector creates jobs in areas such as manufacturing, installation, and maintenance.
4. Energy security: Wind energy helps to diversify our energy sources and can help reduce our dependence on oil and gas.

I believe that wind energy is a valuable source of energy that can help reduce our reliance on imported oil and create jobs in our economy.

I support extending the tax-credit for wind-energy because it encourages investment in renewable energy and helps to create jobs. It also helps to reduce our reliance on imported oil, which is a key priority for our nation.
**CANDIDATES’ IMMIGRATION POSITIONS**

- **Rick Santorum**: The Republican presidential candidate says that the government should provide no benefits to illegal immigrants. He supports the idea of giving amnesty to illegal immigrants who entered the country at an early age, but he believes such individuals should pay back taxes for the time they have been in the country since birth.

- **Ron Paul**: Paul has called for an end to illegal immigration, but he has also supported giving in-state tuition to illegal immigrants who attend public colleges.

- **Gary Johnson**: The former governor of New Mexico and current Libertarian presidential candidate has called for a path to citizenship for illegal immigrants who have lived in the country for a certain period of time and have a good record.

- **Mitt Romney**: Romney supports a “path to citizenship” for illegal immigrants who have been in the country for a certain period of time, have a good record, and meet certain economic and educational requirements.

- **Newt Gingrich**: Gingrich supports a bill that would allow illegal immigrants to become citizens after paying a fine and meeting other requirements.

- **Rick Perry**: The Texas governor supports a bill that would allow illegal immigrants to become citizens after paying a fine and meeting other requirements.

- **Michele Bachmann**: The Minnesota congresswoman supports a bill that would allow illegal immigrants to become citizens after paying a fine and meeting other requirements.

- **Jon Huntsman**: Huntsman supports loosening restrictions on high-skilled worker immigrants.

- **Newt Gingrich**: Gingrich supports the idea of giving amnesty to illegal immigrants who have been in the country for a certain period of time and have a good record.

- **Rick Santorum**: Santorum supports the idea of giving amnesty to illegal immigrants who have lived in the country for a certain period of time, but he believes such individuals should pay back taxes for the time they have been in the country since birth.

- **Ron Paul**: Paul has called for an end to illegal immigration, but he has also supported giving in-state tuition to illegal immigrants who attend public colleges.

- **Gary Johnson**: The former governor of New Mexico and current Libertarian presidential candidate has called for a path to citizenship for illegal immigrants who have lived in the country for a certain period of time and have a good record.

- **Mitt Romney**: Romney supports a “path to citizenship” for illegal immigrants who have been in the country for a certain period of time, have a good record, and meet certain economic and educational requirements.

- **Newt Gingrich**: Gingrich supports a bill that would allow illegal immigrants to become citizens after paying a fine and meeting other requirements.

- **Rick Perry**: The Texas governor supports a bill that would allow illegal immigrants to become citizens after paying a fine and meeting other requirements.

- **Michele Bachmann**: The Minnesota congresswoman supports a bill that would allow illegal immigrants to become citizens after paying a fine and meeting other requirements.

- **Jon Huntsman**: Huntsman supports loosening restrictions on high-skilled worker immigrants.

- **Newt Gingrich**: Gingrich supports the idea of giving amnesty to illegal immigrants who have been in the country for a certain period of time and have a good record.

- **Rick Santorum**: Santorum supports the idea of giving amnesty to illegal immigrants who have lived in the country for a certain period of time, but he believes such individuals should pay back taxes for the time they have been in the country since birth.

- **Ron Paul**: Paul has called for an end to illegal immigration, but he has also supported giving in-state tuition to illegal immigrants who attend public colleges.

- **Gary Johnson**: The former governor of New Mexico and current Libertarian presidential candidate has called for a path to citizenship for illegal immigrants who have lived in the country for a certain period of time and have a good record.

- **Mitt Romney**: Romney supports a “path to citizenship” for illegal immigrants who have been in the country for a certain period of time, have a good record, and meet certain economic and educational requirements.

- **Newt Gingrich**: Gingrich supports a bill that would allow illegal immigrants to become citizens after paying a fine and meeting other requirements.

- **Rick Perry**: The Texas governor supports a bill that would allow illegal immigrants to become citizens after paying a fine and meeting other requirements.

- **Michele Bachmann**: The Minnesota congresswoman supports a bill that would allow illegal immigrants to become citizens after paying a fine and meeting other requirements.

- **Jon Huntsman**: Huntsman supports loosening restrictions on high-skilled worker immigrants.

- **Newt Gingrich**: Gingrich supports the idea of giving amnesty to illegal immigrants who have been in the country for a certain period of time and have a good record.

- **Rick Santorum**: Santorum supports the idea of giving amnesty to illegal immigrants who have lived in the country for a certain period of time, but he believes such individuals should pay back taxes for the time they have been in the country since birth.

- **Ron Paul**: Paul has called for an end to illegal immigration, but he has also supported giving in-state tuition to illegal immigrants who attend public colleges.

- **Gary Johnson**: The former governor of New Mexico and current Libertarian presidential candidate has called for a path to citizenship for illegal immigrants who have lived in the country for a certain period of time and have a good record.

- **Mitt Romney**: Romney supports a “path to citizenship” for illegal immigrants who have been in the country for a certain period of time, have a good record, and meet certain economic and educational requirements.

- **Newt Gingrich**: Gingrich supports a bill that would allow illegal immigrants to become citizens after paying a fine and meeting other requirements.

- **Rick Perry**: The Texas governor supports a bill that would allow illegal immigrants to become citizens after paying a fine and meeting other requirements.

- **Michele Bachmann**: The Minnesota congresswoman supports a bill that would allow illegal immigrants to become citizens after paying a fine and meeting other requirements.

- **Jon Huntsman**: Huntsman supports loosening restrictions on high-skilled worker immigrants.

- **Newt Gingrich**: Gingrich supports the idea of giving amnesty to illegal immigrants who have been in the country for a certain period of time and have a good record.

- **Rick Santorum**: Santorum supports the idea of giving amnesty to illegal immigrants who have lived in the country for a certain period of time, but he believes such individuals should pay back taxes for the time they have been in the country since birth.

- **Ron Paul**: Paul has called for an end to illegal immigration, but he has also supported giving in-state tuition to illegal immigrants who attend public colleges.

- **Gary Johnson**: The former governor of New Mexico and current Libertarian presidential candidate has called for a path to citizenship for illegal immigrants who have lived in the country for a certain period of time and have a good record.
Toy ducks at sea and other tales

By DONOVAN Hohn

Author Donovan Hohn heard a story about thou-
tsands of yellow rubber ducks that were lost at sea. His desire to follow the story led him on a year-
and-a-half-long adventure through the Arctic and into China. As this journey developed, he wrote his book, "Moby-Duck: A True Story of Murder, Mayhem, and Other Tales of the Salish Sea." The book covers a variety of themes, not just the ducks that were lost at sea. It’s exactly what Hohn was hoping to produce. Citing the book, he said, “I accepted a free ride, to someone I didn’t know, and I ended up on my tiny homestead boat going to remotely accessible places.”

Donovan Hohn
Week: 1/23 Monday Times: 8:50 AM Address: Free

Donovan Hohn says he got an idea from The Daily Iowan - Iowa City, Iowa - Monday, December 5, 2011
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Iowa Code states that people, and also how those"

"I know someone who reported an assault — said the UI’s
cancler psychologists, and military psychologists, to the school employees, counselors or mental-

health professionals, must report sexual assaults "in the scope of professional

practice.""Making a case out at Target and seeing something happened, you aren’t always sure what you’re doing because it’s not happening in the scope of professional practice,“ Scott said.

He said policies should be enforced to restrict chil-
dren from being alone with an adult on a college cam-
pus and making sure high

The university’s sexual-misconduct policy two years ago after univer-
sity leaders were heavily criticized for mishandling sexual-allege

ations. The university raised sexual-misconduct policy standards in 2009. The teaching assistant who admitted to sexual assault was later

found two administrators mishandled the case. The university fired this man shortly thereafter.

Monique DiCarlo — the former UI sexual-assault response coordinator, whose position was made

inaugural in 2009, which was a year after the Penn

State sexual-assault controversy broke

At Penn State University in 2011, the school’s sexual-assault policy to be reviewed

UI sexual-assault policy to be reviewed

By DORA GROTE

UI sexual-assault policy to be reviewed

suggesting that he would produce a book.

Hohn will read at 7 p.m. today at Prairie Lights Books, 515 E. Washington St., at 7 p.m. (Pho

notty photos)

Jordan-W-Montgomery@uiowa.edu

Visitng writer Donovan Hohn tells his story of following the trail of rubber ducks through the Arctic.

Hohn and other tales

Visitng writer Donovan Hohn tells his story of following the trail of rubber ducks through the Arctic.
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Iowa Code states that people, and also how those"

"I know someone who reported an assault — said the UI’s
cancler psychologists, and military psychologists, to the school employees, counselors or mental-
You could build a floor lamp.

Or, get up to 70% back for your used textbooks.
Ramos: I’m the best

By SAM LOUWAGIE

WRESTLING
CONTINUED FROM 12

AMES — The question didn’t appear to catch Tony Ramos off guard.

After a dominant week-end featuring two bonus-point wins — one against current-ranked 8-2-1 Festival of Illinois — Ramos was as high as he’s ever been in his nation’s best 153-pounder.

“I believe I’m the best,” Ramos said. “There are tough guys and tough competitors, but (the match) doesn’t have to be close. That’s the attitude I went out with against B.J. and anyone else I’m going to wrestle.”

On Sunday, the Hawkeyes showcased allowed Iowa State true freshman Hayden Den Terukina to whom to the mat with a duck-under just 30 seconds into their match. Ramos fought Terukina to an eventual escape. He then unhesitantly finished a flurry of takedowns that eventually ended in a pin of Terukina at 6:12.

Ramos said he was reaching too much at the beginning of the match, which allowed Terukina to slip under his defense for a takedown. Once Ramos started keeping his allowance tight, though, he became the only wrestler forcing any action.

“I don’t think anybody likes getting taken down,” Ramos said. “But some guys are going to get you. You’ve got to be able to make adjustments, and that’s what makes the difference between the best wrestlers and the good wrestlers. That’s something I had to do: make an adjustment and get back to my offense.”

Ramos shook off the early deficit and recorded six takedowns in just three minutes before pinning his opponent late in the second period.

It was such an explosive performance that Iowa State head coach Kevin Jackson said he “felt bad” for Terukina, a native of Hawaii.

Jackson said he “felt bad” for his little Hawaiian kid. Jackson said “A year ago, he was wrestling on an island in high school, and now he’s in Ames in the biggest dual in the country — the greatest rivalry that exists in wrestling.”

The pin was only the second and most-impressive match of the weekend for Ramos, though, as Dec. 2, the Card Stream, Ill., native faced the Illini’s Futrell in a match with national-title implications. Ramos and Futrell entered the match ranked No. 2 and No. 3, respectively. The wrestlers split a pair of matches last season, with Ramos avenging a December loss to win a 15-pound bout in the Big Ten Tournament March.

The gap between them this year doesn’t appear as close.

Ramos scored five take-downs in a 15-3 major decision. He wasn’t taken down once.

“I do think emotionally I see some things that I didn’t like to see as far as how they walked out on the mat,” Jackson said. “I do think sometimes you do have residue from matches that you might not be ready for. That’s the attitude I went out with against B.J. and even got in. He was calling out (former Iowa wrestler and current assistant coach) Mike Zednik and (former Hawkeye NCAA champion Brent) Metcalf. ‘I love us.’

Wagner lost to Boaz Benyounis in 196 seconds. On Dec. 2, the former Hawkeye Wagner lost to Boaz Benyounis in 196 seconds. On Dec. 2, the former Hawkeye

Ramos oozed confidence after that match. He said he wrestled Futrell several times throughout their high school careers but never beat him until last season’s Big Ten tournament.

He claimed he “breaks” his longtime nemesis on Dec. 2.

“Kale break, and you saw Boaz break tomorrow,” Brands said.

Head coach Tom Brands stopped short of agreeing that Ramos is the nation’s best at his weight class. But as both the state at a past a past gala in the basement of Hilton Coliseum, Brands grinned as Ramos made that claim.

“You go back and look at how he talked when we recruited him,” Brands said. “He called out every body in our room before he even got in. He was calling out (former Iowa wrestler and current assistant coach) Mike Zednik and (former Hawkeye NCAA champion Brent) Metcalf. ‘I love us.’

Hawkeyes won the first five matches and trailed just 135-pound Ramos and 157-pound Derek St. John in under five minutes apiece. St. John said the match streak wasn’t about momentum; it was just business as usual.

“I’m not really sure if it’s a momentum thing as much as it is just guys getting ready for the week and going out and taking care of their own business,” St. John said. “Once you do that, you take care of the team. They know that. Everyone knows that.”

The pin was only the second and most-impressive match of the weekend for Ramos, though, as Dec. 2, the Card Stream, Ill., native faced the Illini’s Futrell in a match with national-title implications. Ramos and Futrell entered the match ranked No. 2 and No. 3, respectively. The wrestlers split a pair of matches last season, with Ramos avenging a December loss to win a 15-pound bout in the Big Ten Tournament March.

The gap between them this year doesn’t appear as close.

Ramos scored five take-downs in a 15-3 major decision. He wasn’t taken down once.

“I do think emotionally I see some things that I didn’t like to see as far as how they walked out on the mat,” Jackson said. “I do think sometimes you do have residue from matches that you might not be ready for. That’s the attitude I went out with against B.J. and even got in. He was calling out (former Iowa wrestler and current assistant coach) Mike Zednik and (former Hawkeye NCAA champion Brent) Metcalf. ‘I love us.’

Wagner lost to Boaz Benyounis in 196 seconds. On Dec. 2, the former Hawkeye Wagner lost to Boaz Benyounis in 196 seconds. On Dec. 2, the former Hawkeye

Ramos oozed confidence after that match. He said he wrestled Futrell several times throughout their high school careers but never beat him until last season’s Big Ten tournament.

He claimed he “breaks” his longtime nemesis on Dec. 2.

“Kale break, and you saw Boaz break tomorrow,” Brands said.

Head coach Tom Brands stopped short of agreeing that Ramos is the nation’s best at his weight class. But as both the state at a past a past gala in the basement of Hilton Coliseum, Brands grinned as Ramos made that claim.

“You go back and look at how he talked when we recruited him,” Brands said. “He called out every body in our room before he even got in. He was calling out (former Iowa wrestler and current assistant coach) Mike Zednik and (former Hawkeye NCAA champion Brent) Metcalf. ‘I love us.’

Hawkeyes won the first five matches and trailed just 135-pound Ramos and 157-pound Derek St. John in under five minutes apiece. St. John said the match streak wasn’t about momentum; it was just business as usual.

“I’m not really sure if it’s a momentum thing as much as it is just guys getting ready for the week and going out and taking care of their own business,” St. John said. “Once you do that, you take care of the team. They know that. Everyone knows that.”

The pin was only the second and most-impressive match of the weekend for Ramos, though, as Dec. 2, the Card Stream, Ill., native faced the Illini’s Futrell in a match with national-title implications. Ramos and Futrell entered the match ranked No. 2 and No. 3, respectively. The wrestlers split a pair of matches last season, with Ramos avenging a December loss to win a 15-pound bout in the Big Ten Tournament March.

The gap between them this year doesn’t appear as close.

Ramos scored five take-downs in a 15-3 major decision. He wasn’t taken down once.

“I do think emotionally I see some things that I didn’t like to see as far as how they walked out on the mat,” Jackson said. “I do think sometimes you do have residue from matches that you might not be ready for. That’s the attitude I went out with against B.J. and even got in. He was calling out (former Iowa wrestler and current assistant coach) Mike Zednik and (former Hawkeye NCAA champion Brent) Metcalf. ‘I love us.’

Wagner lost to Boaz Benyounis in 196 seconds. On Dec. 2, the former Hawkeye Wagner lost to Boaz Benyounis in 196 seconds. On Dec. 2, the former Hawkeye

Ramos oozed confidence after that match. He said he wrestled Futrell several times throughout their high school careers but never beat him until last season’s Big Ten tournament.

He claimed he “breaks” his longtime nemesis on Dec. 2.

“Kale break, and you saw Boaz break tomorrow,” Brands said.

Head coach Tom Brands stopped short of agreeing that Ramos is the nation’s best at his weight class. But as both the state at a past a past gala in the basement of Hilton Coliseum, Brands grinned as Ramos made that claim.

“You go back and look at how he talked when we recruited him,” Brands said. “He called out every body in our room before he even got in. He was calling out (former Iowa wrestler and current assistant coach) Mike Zednik and (former Hawkeye NCAA champion Brent) Metcalf. ‘I love us.’

Hawkeyes won the first five matches and trailed just 135-pound Ramos and 157-pound Derek St. John in under five minutes apiece. St. John said the match streak wasn’t about momentum; it was just business as usual.

“I’m not really sure if it’s a momentum thing as much as it is just guys getting ready for the week and going out and taking care of their own business,” St. John said. “Once you do that, you take care of the team. They know that. Everyone knows that.”

The pin was only the second and most-impressive match of the weekend for Ramos, though, as Dec. 2, the Card Stream, Ill., native faced the Illini’s Futrell in a match with national-title implications. Ramos and Futrell entered the match ranked No. 2 and No. 3, respectively. The wrestlers split a pair of matches last season, with Ramos avenging a December loss to win a 15-pound bout in the Big Ten Tournament March.

The gap between them this year doesn’t appear as close.

Ramos scored five take-downs in a 15-3 major decision. He wasn’t taken down once.
Swimmers shine but come up short

Iowa broke records over the long weekend and made progress toward its goal of winning the Big Ten championship.

**DAILYOWAM.COM**

**By RYAN MURPHY**

Iowa men’s gymnastics coach John Little said his team was unable to compete at its best this weekend but generated a lot of enthusiasm. The Hawkeyes will be the only team in the Big Ten to win the regular-season title for sure.

Iowa State was the two-time defending champion, but the Big Ten Gold was back in the mix as the league’s preeminent team.

Iowa, Wisconsin, and Denver are expected to make strides toward their goal of earning a berth in the NCAA championships.

The meet was held in conjunction with the Big Ten championships.

The Hawkeyes broke records over the long weekend and made progress toward its goal of winning the Big Ten championship.

The 2012 Big Ten invitational was held in conjunction with the Big Ten championships. The meet before the Big Ten conference, which is going to be quite a challenge. We’ll start that work here at the end of the week.

**DAILYOWAM.COM**

**By RYAN MURPHY**

Swimmers shine but come up short

The Iowa men’s swimmers and divers made the biggest name for themselves over the four-day meet. No. 1-ranked Michigan rounded out the six-team field with a score of 473.60-460.65.

The Hawkeyes were the only team to win a meet before the Big Ten conference, which is going to be quite a challenge. We’ll start that work here at the end of the week.

**DAILYOWAM.COM**

**By RYAN MURPHY**

Iowa men’s gymnastics coach John Little didn’t expect a perfect meet from his team but said the Gold was a big surprise.

By RYAN MURPHY

Iowa men’s gymnastics coach John Little didn’t expect a perfect meet from his team but said the Gold was a big surprise.

"Swimming against some of the swimmers in the country, we’ll see them again, now we got to kick back to training hard," said Marble’s return to form. "Before my [400-free style] time of 4:29.74, barely a time of 4:29.74, barely winning the race and Blue's time of 4:30:48.

"That’s one of the most important things we need to do," said Marble’s return to form. "Before my [400-free style] time of 4:29.74, barely winning the race and Blue's time of 4:30:48. You can’t say I've got to play him off the ball at Lathrop and eastern said "I got to race all of the swimmers in the country, we’ll see them again, now we got to kick back to training hard.""
Wrestlers crush ISU

Iowa State women’s basketball team was unable to get a win in the Big Ten/Big 12 Challenge, losing in overtime to Kansas State on Dec. 2, 1010.

The loss dropped Iowa to 5-3 on the season.

“The game was tied 22-22 at halftime, but the Wildcats went on an 18-5 run after the break,” said Butler.

Iowa came back behind Prim’s scoring, the Marion native had 11 points in a row for the Hawkeyes to bring the Wildcats to knife’s edge, 42-52.

Wahlin nailed a 3-pointer to cut the Kansas State lead to 1, and the Hawkeyes were able to string together first lead with just over five minutes remaining after senior Kalli Hansen hit a three.

The score was tied again with eight seconds left in the game, 74-74, and Primry scored a 3 that would win the game.

Kansas State took control in overtime and won.

Iowa will try to regroup before going down the road to Ames to face Iowa State on Wednesday.

This was an odd second game.

— By Dori Scalman

Iowa 75, Brown 54

Marble thrives off the bench

Coming off the bench hasn’t kept Devon Marble from filling up the Hawkeyes’ stat sheet.

By JORDAN GARRETSON

Devyn Marble scored 11 points in the first half of Iowa’s 75-54 win against Brown on Dec. 3. The sophomore guard spent his first 13 minutes of play conducting a scoring clinic, scoring 4 of 4 from the floor.

He was shut out in the second half, but he wasn’t any less effective.

Marble recorded 3 steals and 4 assists in the second half, 2 of those coming in the game’s final 20 minutes. Two of those steals — one in a break to Arian White for a dunk and a steal-off for Gaither for a lay-up — came on breakaway fast breaks that brought the Hawkeyes to nine of 10 the rest of the way.

“I don’t think it was much of anything,” said Barta.

He did just about everything for the Hawkeyes.

“He had a great game,” said Barta.

— By Ben Wolfson

Iowa’s Devyn Marble (left) jumps a thresh against Brown in Carver-Hawkeye Arena on Dec. 3. The sophmores had 11 points and 7 rebounds off the bench in the Hawkeyes’ 75-54 victory over the Bears (The Daily Iowan/Adam Wesley)